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Course Description: This course provides a foundational understanding of multiple perspectives in
human dimensions of wildlife and will explore the interactions natural resource professional have with
stakeholders. The course is intended to be broad in nature to provide students with a comprehensive
understanding of the topics. Students will be challenged to approach human dimensions of wildlife
issues from multiple perspectives.
Learning Goals: At the end of this course students should be able to understand the following:
 Wildlife issues are complex and require multiple perspectives to solve.
 Key social science concepts for exploring human dimensions of wildlife including psychology,
sociology, communication, and education.
 Integration of diverse perspectives.
 Appreciation for multiple perspectives and a willingness to work with multidisciplinary teams.
Learning Outcomes: Measure of performance for students:
 The ability to offer insightful contributions to the discussion of human dimensions research.
 To work with classmates to provide solutions to human dimensions of wildlife case studies.
 To communicate through writing a knowledge of human dimensions of wildlife issues.
 To demonstrate how one could potentially approach a wildlife problem from multiple
perspectives.
Course format
NRSM 595 is a graduate seminar, which means that students are responsible for contributing to the
content of the course through engaged participation and discussion. In fact, the success of the course
depends on a collective dialogue about the meaning and implications of the readings. Students are
expected to carefully and thoroughly read ALL assigned readings prior to class and come to class
prepared to discuss, examine, analyze, and critique each reading.
Students with Disabilities
The University of Montana assures equal access to instruction through collaboration between students
with disabilities, instructors, and Disability Services for Students (DSS). If you think you may have a
disability adversely affecting your academic performance, and you have not already registered with DSS,
please contact DSS in Lommason 154 or 406 243 2243. We will work with you and DSS to provide an
appropriate modification.
Student Conduct Code
All students must practice academic honesty. Academic misconduct is subject to an academic penalty
by the course instructor and/or a disciplinary sanction by the University. All students need to be familiar
with the Student Conduct Code.

Grading Statement
Please note, this class is offered for traditional letter grade only, it is not offered under the credit/no
credit option.
Course Withdrawal Deadlines
To 15th instructional
day
16th to 45th
instructional day
Beginning 46th
instructional day

Students can drop classes on Cyberbear
Drop requires form with instructor and advisor
signature, a $10 fee from registrar’s office, student
will receive a ‘W’.
Students are only allowed to drop a class under very
limited and unusual circumstances. Not doing well in
the class, deciding you are concerned about how the
class grade might affect your GPA, deciding you did
not want to take the class after all, and similar
reasons are not among those limited and unusual
circumstances. If you want to drop the class for
these sorts of reasons, make sure you do so by the
end of the 45th instructional day of the semester.

September 15 = last
day
September 16
through October 27
October 28

Grading:
Participation
Reaction paper (4)
Final case study paper
TOTAL

30%
40%
30%
100%

Assignments:
Reaction paper (4): You can choose any journal articles/chapters throughout the semester to write a
reaction paper. Each reaction paper should be 3 pages in length. Your paper should address the
following: what is the main problem or issue?; What is the author(s) central claim or argument?; What
are the strengths and weaknesses to the article?; Why are the problems and the arguments interesting
or important in the HDW field?
Case Review: Each student will conduct a review of real world human dimensions of wildlife issue. The
paper will require a detailed description of the issue, who are the key stakeholders, their positions and
interests in the issue, and how the human dimensions are being incorporated into the decision making
process. This paper will be informed by academic literature, relevant policy, popular press and
newspapers, and other sources.

Topics and Schedule (tentative):
Day
Topic
Sept. 18
Social psychological
approaches to wildlife
October
Value orientations:
16
examination of
wildlife issues
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